Cambridge Union Society Standing Committee Minutes
Dining Room, Cambridge Union Society
08:15 am, Tuesday 17th February 2016

In the Chair
James Hutt PRESIDENT (JH)

Present
William Fitzalan Howard - VICE PRESIDENT (WFH)
Katherine Reggler - EXECUTIVE OFFICER (KR)
Joshua Ellis - SPEAKERS OFFICER (JE)
Page Nyame-Satterthwaite - SOCIAL EVENTS OFFICER ELECT (PN)
John Papantoniou - DEBATING OFFICER (JP1)

In Attendance
Joe Burman (JB1)
Jody Fletcher (JF)
Rachel Mander - SECRETARY (taking minutes) (RM)
Daniel Chouchena - HEAD OF EVENTS MANAGEMENT (DC)
Tim Adelani - HEAD OF EVENTS MANAGEMENT (TA)
Charles Connor - DEPUTY HEAD OF EVENTS MANAGEMENT (CC)
James Burn - HEAD OF AUDIO VISUAL (JB2)
James Pascoe - HEAD OF ONLINE PUBLICITY (JP2)
Miles Kekwick - HEAD OF CAMPUS PUBLICITY (MK)
Andrea Borbely - DEPUTY HEAD OF CAMPUS PUBLICITY (AB)
Hani El-Bay - DEPUTY HEAD OF CAMPUS PUBLICITY (HE)
Oliver Yeates - HEAD OF PRESS (OY)
Alice Mottram - HEAD OF PRESS (AM) arrives 8.21 am
Carrie Gothard - SGL (DEBATES) (CG)
Ben Dalton - DEPUTY SGL (DEBATES) (BD)

1) Welcome from the chair JH
   a) Welcome to new Deputy Heads of Campus Publicity (HE and AB)

2) Week behind

3) Week ahead
   a) Will Gompertz
JE Don’t yet know whether venue will be the library or the chamber, may like to do a PowerPoint presentation (easier in library)
JB2 regarding AV set-up - Nathan needs to know if the venue is the library in advance
JE concludes that having the half-chamber as the venue is the preference
Format - lecture following a Q&A
Staying and going out to dinner, possibly with family
HOEMs - DC, two stewards currently
JP2 put up Will Gompertz up online late so will need to push turnout up, possibly by sharing on facebook timelines
Press - no interest so far
b) Recreational Drugs Debate
   KR 9 speakers, some from further afield
   Brownies in the bar afterwards
   AM arrives 8.21am
   DC stewards ready, question about the Events Master showing the debates dinner
   KR will be held upstairs, due to number of speakers
   CG 3 GLAs
   Press - no interest so far
   JH to look at who gets to interview and that process - being voted on at Standing Committee tomorrow
   JP2 online publicity going up after the meeting
   MK SD card reader has arrived, so screens in the union building should be working from Thursday, displaying information.
c) ArcSoc Cabaret
   JB1, everything is sorted
   Building will be closed from 5pm approximately
   Ticketed guests only
d) Evan Davis
   Next meeting
e) Ceilidh
   Next meeting
f) Democratic Primary (JH)
   Hosted for all Democrats living in the East of England
   Already interest for a press release
   No political affiliation, but hosting by request
   Campaigns in the bar, using the SuperBowl decorations
   Expecting 50-200 turnout
   DC and JE to meet to talk about stewarding
4) DME Editor  
   JH, Alison is not always resident in Cambridge so cannot be as involved in role as Digital Media Editor  
   Tom has asked for extra help with the role - especially because of end of term workload  
   Online Publicity has been going well – follow the twitter and Instagram account

5) AOB  
   JH date for Mark Hamill – 27th Feb, late afternoon  
   Will be the Union for both lunch and dinner  
   Finalising details today and tomorrow

Meeting closed at 8:33am